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For more on the use of dashes and slashes, see

http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/marks/dash.htm and
http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/marks/slash.htm.

On the following pages you will find several small sample macros for

WordPerfect 6 and later versions that can help you to quickly insert -

typographical dashes (“—”) and slashes (“/”), 

accented letters (“é”), and 

underlined tabs ( ). 

Advantages: Typographical dashes look better when printed than multiple

hyphens and, with the addition of some WordPerfect format codes, they

can be made to break more naturally at the end of lines.

Alternatives: WordPerfect (starting with version 8) allows you to use

QuickCorrect’s QuickSymbols feature to create en- and em-dashes by

typing 2 or 3 hyphens consecutively, or by typing "m-" and "n-" (without

quotes). However, you may find the macros below suit your needs better,

and by assigning them to keys they will be instantly available as you type.

Follow these easy steps to create the and use the macros:

1. Select and copy (Ctrl+C) the desired macro code on the following

pages to the Windows clipboard. (The redlined text contains the

operative commands; the other text sections are comments.) 

2. Open a new blank document and click Tools, Macro, Macro

Toolbar to display the macro toolbar. 

3. Use Reveal Codes to ensure your cursor is at the end of any

codes in the new document, then paste the code section into the

document with Ctrl+V. (Tip: Use Edit, Paste Special, Unformatted

text to paste as plain text.)

4. Click on Save & Compile to save the macro in your default macro

directory/folder (shown in the Tools, Settings, Files, Merge/Macro

tab).

5. Make the macro easily available and easy to play: See

http://wptoolbox.com/tips/EasyPlay.html
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Sample macros (operative code is redlined): 

(1) Dash-em.wcm - The macro enters an "em" dash (one with the width

of the "m" character) with non-printing hyphenated soft returns on either

side of it. This technique breaks dash-connected components —such as

word(dash)word—at the end of a line instead of forcing them to the next

line as a single block.  

This macro can be modified to produce "en" dashes, slashes, back

slashes, etc.

Note that the two Advance() commands add a tiny bit of space (0.015

inches) between the dash and the adjacent text. If you don't want these,

simply remove the commands.

Advance (AdvanceRight!; 0.015")

HyphenationSoftReturn 

Type ("—")  // <= The "em" dash was inserted here with Ctrl+W (4,34)

HyphenationSoftReturn 

Advance (AdvanceRight!; 0.015")

Return

(2) Dash-en.wcm - The macro enters an "en" dash (one with the width of

the "n" character) with non-printing hyphenated soft returns on either side. 

This technique breaks en-dash-connected components—such as

1998(en-dash)2004—at the end of a line instead of forcing them to the

next line as a single block. This macro can be modified to produce "em"

dashes, slashes, back slashes, etc.

Note that the two Advance() commands add a tiny bit of space (0.015

inches) between the dash and the adjacent text. If you don't want these,

simply remove the commands.

Advance (AdvanceRight!; 0.015")

HyphenationSoftReturn

Type ("–")  // <= The "en" dash was inserted here with Ctrl+W (4,33)

HyphenationSoftReturn 

Advance (AdvanceRight!; 0.015")

Return



(3) Dash-em2.wcm for WP6.x - enters a dash if 2 consecutive hyphens

are typed. 

Assign this macro to the hyphen key (Shift+F1, Keyboard, Create, etc.)

and it will "look" at whether you typed a single hyphen or two consecutive

hyphens, and act accordingly. 

If(?LeftCode=132)

DeleteCharPrevious

HyphenationSoftReturn

Type("—") // <= The dash was inserted here with Ctrl+W (4,34)

HyphenationSoftReturn

Else

Type("-") // <= The hyphen was inserted here with the Hyphen key

Endif

Return

(4) Dash-em-plus-spaces.wcm for WordPerfect 8+. (May work in earlier

versions.)

The macro enters an "em" dash (one with the width of the M character)

with small "spacers" on either side. This technique also breaks dash-

connected components — such as word(dash)word — at the end of a line

instead of forcing them to the next line as a single block.  This macro can

be modified to produce "en" dashes, slashes, back slashes, etc.

Type (" ")  // Add a space to separate from any previous text

PosCharPrevious ()

AttributeRelativeSize (Size: Fine!)

Type (" ")

PosCharNext ()

DeleteCharNext ()  // Remove the extra space

Type ("—")  // <= The dash was inserted here with Ctrl+W (4,34)

AttributeRelativeSize (Size: Fine!)

Type (" ")

PosCharNext ()

Return



(5) Bibliography-dash.wcm for WordPerfect X6+. (May work in earlier

versions.)

(From a tip by Marc-André Roberge on WordPerfect Universe (8/6/2013):

"The Chicago Manual of Style (and other such guides) recommends

the use of a 3-em dash, followed by a period or comma for successive

entries by the same author(s), editor(s), translator(s), or compiler(s) in

bibliographies. I have found how to achieve this in WordPerfect: four

[consecutive] characters [3, 8] (from the Box Drawing set). This produces

the desired line (only slightly shorter than the desired length), slightly

above the baseline; furthermore, the character does not produce ... gaps

when repeated.")

Type ("────")  // <- 4 consecutive dash symbols [3,8] were entered with Ctrl+W

Return

(Alternative (posted by Derek Duke on the same thread as above):

“Three [4,34] symbols give the approximate equivalent of a 3-em line,

with no spaces. On my XP computer thin spaces show between the [4,34]

dashes when using TNR 12 point with X6, but this seems to be a display

issue only - 11 point and 13 point display without the gaps, and no gap

shows in the printout with 12 point.”)

(6) Slash.wcm  The macro enters a forward slash with a non-printing

hyphenated soft return after it. This technique breaks slash-connected

components — such as word(slash)word — at the end of a line instead of

forcing them to the next line as a single block.  This macro can be

modified to produce back slashes.

Note there is only one hyphenated soft return entered by the macro.

You can add one before the slash if desired.

Type ("/")

HyphenationSoftReturn 

Return



(7) Note: This macro probably should be saved as CTRLE.WCM. It

inserts an é in current document.

WordPerfect uses the CTRL?.WCM filename format to automatically

play the named macro with the corresponding Ctrl+? key. In this case,

Ctrl+E will play the macro below. Rename it if you are using Ctrl+E for

some other purpose. 

Type(Text: "é")

Return

(8) And to make short “underlines” for signatures, like this:

 (signature)

UnderTab.wcm - A WordPerfect macro to create an underlined Tab with

a mouseclick. Each activation produces another underlined Tab. Use the

Right Arrow key when done inserting underlined tabs to skip the last

Underline code. (You can use Reveal Codes window to observe macro's

action.)

UnderlineTabs (Yes!)

AttributeAppearanceOn (Underline!) 

Tab 

Return
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